Why Workplace Measures are Important:

Ultimately, each facility will need to implement policies tailored to their specific facilities and any risks relevant to their employees or those that they may encounter during work time.

Impact Washington is providing no-cost guidance to manufacturers to:

- **Present**
  - MANUFACTURER BACK TO WORK MEASURES & CONTROLS WEBINAR

In order to manage COVID-19 risks for employees, it is critical for manufacturing facilities to review their policies and procedures relative to current knowledge of the risks.

Join the experts from Impact Washington on a call and hear how they've been coaching manufacturers thru a process for back to work site compliance. They're helping facilities determine whether Engineering Controls, Administrative Controls, or Personal Protective measures are recommended based on the work areas within their facility and each employee’s risk of exposure due to the nature of their job functions.
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**Impact Washington** is an affiliate of the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Manufacturing Extension Program (NIST MEP). Since 1997 Impact Washington has delivered impactful, measurable solutions to more than 1,500 Washington State manufacturers.